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Diaz Reaches Vera Cruz
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the eyes of the American law. That
is a poor lesson to be taught by the
president of the United States, who,
in order to teach it, had to reversa
conscientious Officials who had construed the law as any sane man
would have done.
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Are pensions in general wise? RO SWELL MAN IS HONORED BY
M
MASONS IN SANTA FE
Should a state pension its workers?
Should it pay pensions to teachers
A very flexible shoe with wide, roomv toe, patent leather
any more than to any other class of
with cloth top, or all Gun Metal, veit sole and low heel.
vamp
,
employes?
Yesterday proved a busy day for
East
at
Entered tit the postoffice
These are question discussed In a the session of the Grand Lodge of
Lab Vogas, New Merlco, for
bulletin just issued by the United Ancient, Free and Accepted Masons
through the Hcited States States bureau of education. The im- at Santa Fe. The election of officers
malls is second class matter.
mediate purpose of the bulletin Is to was held in the morning, the followdescribe the pension systems of Great ing being chosen:
Designed especially for women with tender feet. Combines
Grand Master, Nathan Jaffa, of
SUBSCRIPTION
Britain, but in the course of the
TERMS OF
comfort with style. Looks well, wears well and feels well.
study Raymond W. Sles, the author, Roswell; Senior Grand Warden, A.
Daily, by Carrier
Grand
05 takes occasion to discuss the princi- W. Pollard. Doming; Junior
Per copy
The very latest in footwear foi women .
esand
all
16
AlbuquerMcMillin,
Alonzo
pensions,
underlying
Warden,
ples
One Week
the
in
65 pecially teachers'
pensions
que; Treasurer, Arthur Malloy, Albu
One Month
7.50 United States.
querque; Secretary, A. A. Keen, Al
rn Ynar
and pension sys- buquerque.
Teachers'
pensions
Mall
Daily, by
6.00 tems, according to Dr. Sles, repreLast night at the Cathedral banquet
On Tear
become a hall the Ladies of the Eastern Star
has
what
one
of
sent
30(
phase
Blx Monthi
universal movement among civilized served a dinner which was attended
peoples a movement to "dispose of by all members of the grand lodge.
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
v
the superannuated and disabled indi Following this banquet the confer
ktafclLshPd 1862
SouthSidePka
GROWER
vidual and to rob old age of its eco ring of the master degree was in or 1
2.00
On
Year
nomic terrors." Pensions for school der at a special meeting which was
1.00
Blx Months
teachers, he points out, have existed held at 8 o'clock.
of a ed to have come on the Ha'rgis vicin- ernor Frank Higgins of New York,' west and northwest of the United the eleventh International
in Germany in some form or other for
Today's program (consisted
in
other
at
the ity and resumed the slaughter of which took place this afternoon in Slates and of the western provinces
and
Conference which opened
this
session
two
or
three
centuries,
business
morning
(Cash in Advance for Mail SubscripOne of the features is here today and will remain in session
this
for
the
session
better
a
tr." Church ot tlif'tea'enly Rest The of Canada.
countries
part cathedral and
closing
European
quail.
tions.)
One of the most inof a century or more. On the con- afternoon. Tonight a "movie" party
That one man has been reported as ceremony at the church was followed ihe government exhibit, showing the until Sunday.
Remit by draft, check or money or
a
to
be
of teachers' pen- will be given and is expected
benefits
byi a large reception at the St. Regis. remarkable results obtained by irri- teresting features of the conference
the
tinent
of
quail.
a
not
trapper
will
we
der. If sent otherwise
gation and dry farming methods in will be the reports from the various
sions have often been extended to In- - sonrpfi of much enjoyment for all
Percentage of Taxes Collected
e responsible for loss.
of teachers. those who attend.
Need Health regions where the annual rainfall is countries represented as to the meWomen
and
widows
has
office
orphans
cl"de
auditor's
The
'
traveling
Rnno.lmen coDiea free on a ppllcaand Strength
extremely small. The dry farming thods employed for waging war upon
In Scotland a comprenensave system
This will end the session of the just issued the monthly statement
womThe work of a
ties.
has been developed, based on scienti grand lodge, which has proven a suc- - showing percentage of taxes collected an makes a constant call In her congress will remain in session un- tuberculosis and the results achieved
fic insurance principles, which Dr. cess in every way. The election of up to October 1. This statement strength and vitalitv. and sickness' til the end of the present month and by these methods. Although no posiAT Sies considers of special value for the the officers has met with the approv- dur- tive "cure" for the disease can be
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
shows that there was $3,5SG,023.40 on comes through her kidneys and blaii the exposition will remain open
she knows.
Foley ing that time to give the delegates lepurted, encouraging progress will
than
oftener
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
United States.
al of all the lojdes in the state and IUO
onthpfder
V "
Pills will invigorate and re an opportunity to study dry farming be recorded toward the control of the
PAID FOR
Whether pensions shall be support-- , espoial interest has been taken in up to Octo?6" 1, the sum of $2,919,-682.8- Kidney
and weak hack, nervousstore
her,
disease by natural restorative means,
ed in whole or in part by the state, the conferring of the master mason
had
.collected or 81.42 per ness, aching joints and Irregular blad methods.
food and fresh air, and by modern
der action will all disappear when
cent
Advertisers are guaranteed the or whether they shall be financed en degree.
G
O.
are
used.
is
Pills
methods of sanitation, disinfection and
Kidney
teachers
Foley
themselves,
the
amount
Bernalillo 'tounty leads In
Do You Dread Your Meals?
largest dally and weekly circulation tirely by
Schaefer and Red Cross Ding Store
,
4
solved difisolation.
been
has
.t
a
that
New
4
not
in
In
northern
problem
percentage,
collected although
of any uewspaper
Adv.
Your food does you little good when
t
!
Dr. F. F. Friedmann, the alleged
ferently in different countries.
Mexico
$255,736 have been paid in taxes in
you have no desire for it, when you
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
the state finances the enthat county. Second place goes to SAN FRANCISCO MAKES MERRY dread meal time. What you need is discoverer of a curative serum, did
with Colfax
tire plan, the teachers making no
San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 22. With Chamberlain's
Chaves, with $250,332,
Tablets. They will not apply for a place upon the proTELEPHONES
contributions whatsoever. In Franco
with $232,229 paid in. No other guests in attendance from many narts sharpen your appetite,
third
strengthen gram and it is expected that no
.Main 2 the teachers are heavily assessed to
feusmess Office
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 22. The fol- has passed the $200,000 mark of the world, San Francisco today op- your digestion and give you a relish great enthusiasm will be manifested
county,
Main 9
News Department
r
keep the pension system going. In lowing were iianiPd as notaries public in taxes collected, although both ened her second l'ortola festival
for your meals. For sale by all deal- by the delegates to the conference
the United States the tendency is to (yesterday by Governor W. C. M" ,Grant and San Miguel pass this
conditions that promise one of ers. Adv.
concerning his turtle serum. The
ask small contributions from the Donald
amount in taxes due.
the most magnificent carnivals ever
OCTOBER 22, 1913.
delegates will be given an opportunWEPXKSDAY,
James A. Autry, McDonald.
teachers. As a permanent arrangeIn the percentage column, Luna held in America. While the festival
MEET
however, to see and to examine
ity,
ment Dr, Sles favors the German plan
'Joseph G. Gilbert, Roswell.
leads having collected 97.49 retains the name of Don Caspar de
county
the
t
coun
Twenty-eigh22.
Oct.
patients on whom Dr. Friedmann
Berlin,
C. H. Hannum, Melrose.
not because he thinks it any more
MRS. PANKHURST IN
cent of the total, $110,718 having Portola, discoverer of the Bay of San tries are represented by delegates at based his original claims of success.
per
Ernest D. Reynolds, Melrose.
generous to the teachers, but because
been paid out of a total of $113,567 on Francisco and first governor of Cali- New Incorporation
seco,,d In fornj finder Spanish rule, the pro- There is no reason to fear that he considers it. better business for
the tax rolls,
the
Articles of incorporation have been the percenta.f
Airs. Pankhurst will try to kidnap any the state to finance and manage
japrangea wun a view
in any filed by the H. M. B. Land company
of our American statesmen or set fire system itself. He shows that
the memory of
JV
Ing collected
honoring
to the capltol, now that she has been event the burden is ultimately shift of Deming, N. M., John M. McTeer, $55,78B.
the Spanish
de
Balboa,
;fifNunez
statutory agent. The company has a lencla all have collected 90 per cent adventurer and soldier, who, 400 years
admitted in, defiance of the plain law ed to the teachers.
While admitting, therefore, that con capital stock of $10,000, and starts or better. Those collecting 80 to 89
of the land. Neither is there any
ago last month, climbed the peak in
tributions
may be necessary to start business wiii $2,000 subscribed. The per cent, are Bernalillo, Colfax, Curry, Darian and viewed the Pacific ocean.
reawii to believe that she came here
behe
John
Incorporators are as follows:
Dona Ana, Eddy, Lincoln, Roosevelt,
for any such sanguinary or spectacul a substantial pension system,
One of the spectacular features of
ar nuroose. But the action of the lieves they should be discontinued as M. McTeer, six shares; C. II. Hon, sev- Sierra and Taos. Those collecting 70 the carnival will be a reproduction of
consevas possible. In his opinion
en shares; and Chas. T. Bower,
to 79 per cent are Guadalupe, Mora the arrival of Sir Francis Drake, in
president in setting aside the law in soon
her h:!u.!f Is unwise, if for no other tributions from teachers as a perman- en shares, all of Deming, N. M.
Otero, Rio Arriba, San Miguel, Socor his little ship, the Golden Hinde, who
Motion for Rehearing
reason than because it sets a bad pre ent feature not only add nothing to
Those collecting 60 landed a few miles north of the Golro, and Union.
F. C. Wilson, attorney for the mount- to 69
the effectiveness of a pension plan,
cedent. The hysterical and
cent are Sandoval, San' Juan den Gate, and on June 17, 1759, took
per
exclusion but they "introduce needless complex- ed police, today filed in the supreme and Torrance. Collecting less than
ed protests against her
possession of the country in the name
ir court, a motion for a rehearing in the
should have had no weight with the ity, they are a source of constant
60 per cent, 57.07 to be exact, there of Queen Elizabeth.
officials to whom an appeal was taken ritation and misunderstanding, ana case of the State of New Mexico, ex is hut one, Santa Fe.
from the Incision of the immigration they are responsible for a vast rel, Fred Fornoff, vs. Wm. G. Sargent,
Governor William C. McDonald has
DRY FARMING CONGRESS
board. 1 he immigration officials de- amount of unnecessary bookkeeping state auditor, in which case a decision named the following delegates to the
Okia., Oct. 22. In the presTulsa,
cided that a foreign person who has and other clerical work." Dr. Sies for the state auditor was rendered re- Ocean to Ocean Highway association ence of thousands of visitors reprerecommendaKID"
BLADDER
cently. This the action on which convention which will be held at Los
been duly convicted of a felony is an concludes with a strong
senting nearly every section of the
pension the future of the mounted police deundesirable alien. No other decision tion for a
25:
24
and
October
Angeles,
United States, Canada, Mexico
and
,
Backache, rheumatism, and all kidney and bladder disorders
pends, as it was brought to compel
was possible and there was no good system for American teachers.
Don H. Kedzie, Lordsburg .
Amof
Central
the
and
South
many
o
are
caused from weak inactive kidneys, which fail to filter out
the state auditor to make a levy for
excuse for setting it aside.
J. L. Burnside, Silver City.
erican republics the eighth Internathe
the
the
of
poisons, and keep the blood pure. The only way to
the
legisla
force,
support
The most vicious criminal in the
S. J. Smith, Deming.
tional Dry Farming Congress and Ex- positively and
apto
make
refused
ture
permanently cure such troubles is to remove
any
having
world might come here with laudable
H. A. Woolford, Hillsboro.
position was opened here today. The the cause. The reason
MAGAZINES
continuance.
its
CURRENT
why Foley Kidney Pills are the best
propriation for
is not
intentions. Mrs. Pankhurst
Oscar Snow, Las Cruees.
exposition is held upon a plot of 120 medicine for kidney and bladder troubles is because
they are
Investigating Seepage
Fred Hammond, Kelly.
guilty of immorality of the kind
acres and more than 30 nations are made wholly of those healing,
and restorative
An investigation into the seepage
strengthening
f
a
not
is
so
she
W. M. Borrowdale, Magdalena.
designated;
usually
represented by the remarkable exhib- ingredients that nature needs to build up and renew these imA Great Medical Triumph
of the Rio Grande from the Colorado
thief or a confidence woman, a counC. G. Duncan, Socorro.
its
contained in six large buildings portant and vital organs. See that you get Foley Kidney Pills
Dr.
The report that
Notable!
to the Texas line was started yesterA. B. Baca, Quemado.
terfeiter or a person likely to deand several temporary pavilions. Par- for your kidney and bladder troubles. They are tonic in action,,
Institute
Rockefeller
the
office.
of
day by the hydrographio survey
bauch the morals of the country. No Noguchi,
H. M. Daugherty, Socorro.
ticularly interesting are the exhibits quick to give good results, and contain no harmful drugs.
has at last dis- Five engineers have been assigned to
But for Medical Research,
such issue had to be decided.
John
O. G. SCHAEFER.
Becker, Jr., Belen.
RED CROSS DRUG CO.
of
the dry farming states of the arid
of
is
rabies
of
:
Frank O'Brien
the work; as follows:
the very persons who flooded
the covered the germ
Y.
Jose
Magdalena.
Aragon,
world-wid- e
interest. It marks one from the Colorado line to the
J. S. McTavish, Magdalena.
mails, the newspapers and the teleino.f the remarkable
more
triumph
if
river; John E. Powers, Embudo
Frank McKee, Albuquerque,
graph offices with protests in her be- stitution founded by the generosity of
to point where Santa Fe river runs
half would have flooded them with
J. Burch, Raton.
CAPITAL PAID IN
a great American captain of Industry.
C. J. Emerson
SURPLUS
protests of the opposite character If Prof. Elie Metchnikoff calls the dis into the Rio Grande;
George H. Hunker, Las Vegas.
Mar-cial,
to
river
San
150.000.00
from
Fe
the
Santa
$100,000.00
burnman
convicted of brazenly
R; J. Taupert, E. Las Vegas.
any
covery another milestone of bacterio
and E. L. Redding from San Mar- - James A. French, Santa Fe.
,
ing public property and endangering
,,
pathIf
the
Japanese
logical history.
cial to the Texas border. It Is ex
Fe.
the lives of thousands of innocent
R.
P.
Santa
Ervien,
ologist has solved the problem that pected that the work will require
people had been admitted. In the has
Eugenlo Romero, Mora.
long baffled scientists, his name about ten days.
C. de Baca, Bernalillo.
eyes of conservative. citizens who re- will live in
Marcos
Buf
history. The horrible
Protecting the Game
gard with favor the claims of Ameri- ferings of the victims of rabies make
Harry Fincke, Morlarty.
The Quay County Game Protective
can wenen to the ballot, soma Ameri this one of the most dreadful of all
I)
M. Cunningham,
T. Hoskins, Cashitr
Gayle Talbott, Artesla.
President.
is proving one of the live- association
can women have displayed poor Judg diseases.
Roswell.
M.
K
W.
S
I.ewlH. Ass't Oasb
obserPrank
Atkinson,
not
Springer,
does
escape
It
ment in asking that the law be set vation that Dr. Noguchl's: investiga- est organizations ever launched In
A. A. Rogers, Portales.
aside and pernicious precedents es tions were the result of experiments Quay county, says the Sun of
John. H. Hicks, Santa Rosa.
tablished in behalf of a woman who on rabbits, guinea pigs and other aniJames H. Priddy, Portales.
.
star,-!;-The membership is daily increasing
M. J. Helmick, Socorro.
r.gnvicted of acts which are mals who were etherized and thereTime
crin i in any civilized country in fore suffered far less pain than a and the spontaneous response to the
D. K. B. Sellers, Albuquerque.
the world. V,l "dly worse than this patient undergoing an operation in a appeal to the fair minded sportsmen
Dr. Walter Mayes, Magdalena.
attitude of Hmse American women. hospital. We have sometimes thought is evidence that much good will be ac
Frank Landavazo, Magdalena.
which only furnishes arguments to that the ferocious attacks
by certain complished.
their opponent, la the weakness of publications on those who believe in
Some few Individuals seem to think Quick Help to Backache ana Rheuthe president in yielding to their pro vivisection did not fairly consider there Is na wrong in violating a law
matism
The man or woman who want?
tests. "'ire is nothing wholesome both sides of the matter. Leslie's.
so long as they don't get caught.
backache and rheuthat. Mrs. Pankhurst can
and
That, this association is very mucb quick help from
find it in Foley KlCiey
will
matism,
tell the women of America which Stomach Trouble and Constipation
alive it might be well for the carelesa Pills.
-They act so quickly and with
STOCK
$30.000 00
to let these facts soak in. Since or- such good effect that weak, inactive
Cured
they do rot, already know. Her example is 'Efficiently pernicious and "I was sick for three years with ganizing about two weeks ago, this kidneys that do not keep the blood
of these clean and free of impurities, are tonOffice With the San Miguel National Bank
her precepts can hardly be expected stomach trouble and constipation, doc- association has knowledge
to healthy
'
ed up and strengthened
to palliate it. The country will suf-fe-r tored continually with different physi- facts.
vigorous action. Cocl results follow
That on Sunday, October 5 three their use promptly. O. G. Schaefer
no injury from her visit save the cians, with only temporary relief,"
Wm. Q. HAYUOM
hunters were caught end Red Cross Druz Co. Adv.
President
injury which is always inflicted says Mrs. Hester Waite, of Antwerp, Tucumcari
when special favors are granted at Ohio. "A friend advised me to try shooting quail near Henley and were
H.
KELLY
W.
Vice
President
HIGGINS-JUDKINWEDDING
the expense of the plain and useful Chamberlain's Tablets, which I did, run off the premises.
D.
T.
HOSKINS
A
22.
notable
wedTuNew York, Oct,
Treasurer
That on the day previous two
laws of the land. The world is giv- and continued to use them for one
was that of. Miss
en notice thiit. those who are guilty year, and they completely cured me. cumcari hunters were caught shooting ding of today
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
vicinity and Phoebe JudklM, 'dnimhter of Mr.
of arson, malicious mischief and the not only of the stomach trouble but quail in the Hanloy
t
violation and Mrs. Everett I. .Tudkins, and F.
further
the constipation." For sale warned against the
inciting of riots are not guiy of also
the late O t
of the law and that they are report - Harris n Hie'ns, son
crime involving moral turpitude in(by 11 dealers. Adv.
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New York, Oct. 22. New York city, government, electrical machines turn
for Its sky scrapers and mag- out minature coins made of copper alnoted
i
nificent business Buildings, is about loy instead of gold or silver and the
to establish a new record by the erec- visitors are permitted to take some of
tion of the largest and costliest office these coins away with them as soug
venirs.
building in. the world. The
Another interesting exhibit by the
structure, the new Equitable
is a working model of the
beblock
government
the
building, will occupy
tween Broadway and Nassau street Pedro Miguel lock, which is one of
and between Pine and Cedar streets, the engineering triumphs of the Panin the heart of the business center of ama canal. The model is 20 feet long
lower Manhattan. It is estimated that and is kept In operation, with miniathe 'building, when completed, will ture ships passing through it. The
represent an outlay or $30,000,000. The navy department shows the bridge of
contractors have already begun the a battleship in regular working order,
work of boring and blasting the way with all the wonderful electrical apto rock bottom, removing all the old pliances used in directing the movegranite and concrete remains of the ments of the ship and the firing of
former fondations of the Equitable 'the guns. In the electrical1 farm and
Building which was destroyed by fire dairy department cnickens are hatcha few years ago. This work is nec- ed by electricity and cows milked by
essary to make room for 117 caissons, the same power.. Electric motors
which are to be sunk to a depth of churn the cream into butter.
eighty-on- e
feet below the street level.
Political campaigns have lost a
Such a mighty structure must need
have a solid foundation of rock, and deal of the picturesqueness and brile
when it is comprehended that it will liancy which they used to have
beof
binders"
race
the
0
as
"spell
203,000
tons,
against
weigh
for the Woolworth Building, 82,500 came practically extinct. They used
for the Metropolitan Building, 188,500 to possess a wonderful flow of langtons for the Municipal Building and uage and a wealth of dramatic power
82,580 tons for the Singer building. that might have made the fortune of
it will be granted that the caissons many an actor. They never bothered
must be absolutely perfect to carry much about facts and used figures
the burden. They will be of rein- only as an effective trimming withforced concrete and will rest directly out caring a ran whether the figures
upon solid rock. Some idea of what were correct or not. Their highly
is required in the construction of a flavored speeches abounded in witty
'building of the size and type of the epigrams, catchy slogans and aptly
new Equitable may be derived from chosen scriptural quotations and there
the fact that 36,000 tons of steel will are many cases on record where a
be used in its construction, against campaign was actually won by a
24,000 tons In the Woolworth Building, clever pun which caught the fancy
which established a new record in of the audience and was repeated
number of tons used in putting up a over and over.
In the present day of cut and dried
building. The building will have. 152
steel supporting columns and the campaign speeches, full of figures
weight of the heaviest column will be 'and legal arguments, it is really re
32 tons.
freshing to hear a speech that reOne of the most 'interest features minds one of the "spell binder" days
of the building will be that the struc- of yore. Although County Judge Norture Is to be divided into what is in man S. Dike of Brooklyn, because of
reality four separate buildings. Each professional ethics, ia not making
of these buildings or sections will any speeches himself in his campaign
a stirring appeal to
have separate shafts for carrying the for
electric light wires, telephone wires the electorate of the borough in supand the fire connections with the two port of his candidacy is being made
12,500 gallon tanks on the thirty-eight- h by an eloquent young ' epell binder.
n
tanks Striking an impressive attitude, this
floor, the two
on the thirty-sixtfloor and the two youth addresses the voters as follows:
"Gentlemen, a dike is a wajl used
tanks on the sxiteenth
floor and the pipes from the street in Holland to keep the threatening
up through which water can be forc- wave from deluging the land. Here
ed at high presure. By this system, in Brooklyn we also have a threatif through) some unavoidable accident ening wave a wave of crime. What
a fire should break out in any one of are we going to do about It? I will
the different sections, the "other sec- tell you. We will stand behind our
tions will be entirely isolated by the Dike, and dam the wave of crime."
fire walls and will not be affected In It is unnecessary to remark that this
remark Invariably "brings down the
the least.
house."
An electrical exposition, at which
inventions perfected this year have a
Although New York city houses
prominent place, was opened at the already contain about everything that
Grand Centra Palace this week. One the tenant can think of aa necessary
of the Interesting features of the ex- to his comfort and convenience, buildhibition is a minature reproduction of ers have not yet ceased to look for
the government's mint at Philadelphia. new features which will make apartIn this small mint, exhibited by the ment houses more desirable. In sev- Tecord-breakin-

v

that

she

would not live much longer.
In January, when Rev. Win. Perg. of
St. Michael's Church, at Shereville, Ind
prepared for her death, he recommended
that I get Eckman's Alterative, and see
If it would not give her some relief. I
then requested the attending physician to
give his diagnosis and he informed ma
that she had Consumption and was beyond nil medical aid. When I asked If
be thought that It wns useless to try the
Alterative, he replied that 'No physician
could help her nny and I could suit myself about It.' So I Immediately had
Rev. Wm, Perg to send for a bottle.
Practically without hope for recovery, I
Insisted that she try the Alterative, which
she did. I nm glad to .say that she soon
began to improve. Now. she works as
hard as ever, weighs twenty pounds
heavier than she ever did before she took
sick, and Is In good health. She frnnkly
says she owes her life and health to
Eckman's Alterative."
JOS. GRIMMFR.
(Sworn Affidavit)
Kckman's Alterative Is effective In Bronchitis, Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and
Lung Trouble, and in upbuilding thg
system. Does not contain poisons, opiates
or habit-formindrugs. Ask for booklet
telling of recoveries, and write to Eokmrm
Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for more evidence For sale by all leading druggists
E. G. Murphey and Central Drus

be-for-

103,-00-

Company.

eral apartment houses recently built
special trooms have been provided
apart from the apartments, which are
known as guest rooms. They are for
rent by the day or for longer periods
to tenants who may have more guests
than they can conveniently accommodate in their apartment. These rooms
are furnished in the best of taste, and
are quite on a par with the sleeping
rooms in the finest apartments. They
are not rented to transients nor are
they regarded as rentable apartments.
They are exclusively for the purpose
for which they have been provided.
During the recent German day celebration
Hauptmann's
"Festsplel,
1813," was enacted upon the stage of
Terrace garden. The final scene represented a battle field with Death
stalking over the stricken field and
the appearance of the grim reaper
constituted the signal for ringing"
down the final curtain. But the curtain failed to fall and an investigation disclosed the peculiar fact that
the curtain man had been overtaken
by death while waiting for the signal
for the final curtain.

5,000-galIo-

h

5,000-gallo-

Dying; Now Weil

Eckman's Alterative Is belnj? used with
access In the treatment of Tuberculosis
In all carta of the country. Peranna whn
have taken It, improved, gained weight,
exhausting night sweats stopped, fever diminished, and many recovered. If yon are
IntafAatari In Irnnn
tnnm anhn,.,
VB ...Ill
nun I .....
Will
uvi. uium
pnt you in touch with some who are now
well. Yon can Investigate and udge fof
Read of Mrs. Govert's recovery.
yourself.
Griffith, Ind.
"Gentlemen: Thinking: that perhaps
short history of the remarkable recovery
of my mother-in-la(Mrs. Anna Govert)
might benefit some other sufferers, I
About
give the following testimonial:
Septemler 10, J908, she was taken sick
with Catarrhal Pneumonia, and continually grew worse, requiring: a trained nurse.
Night sweats were so bad that It was
necessary to change her clothing once or
twice every night t her cough increased
and got so bad that everybody expected

n

PEOPLES
TO AID DEPENDENT
Lake Mohonk, N. Y., Oct. 22 The
thirty-firs- t
annual meeting of the Lake
Mohonk Conference of Friends of the
Indian and Other Dependent Peoples
assembled today with a large attendance of philanthropists,
educators,
public officials and others interested
in the welfare of the Indiana, Filipinos and other peoplea over whom
the United States government has
been placed in a position of guard-

ianship.

The sessions will continue'

to and including Friday evening and
will be presided over by Dr. Elmer E.
Brown, chancellor of New York

GERMANY PLANS A

SPEED! MOTOR
TRACK
WILL RIVAL

INDIANAPOLIS
FOR
HOME OF FAST AUTOMOBILE
RACES

Indanapolis, Oct. 22. Anxious to
the laurels snatched from her
brow by ' Goux," Boillot, Dawson and
others, Germany is contemplating the
erection of a race courso similar to
that of the Indianapolis motor speedway; at least that is what a letter,
received at the local track from Adam
Opel, a prominent automobile manu
facturer of Rtiesslesbeim, would seem
to indicate.
The German builder has asked for
drawings showing the general plan
of the speedway, as well as its con
struction in detail, stating that the
erection of a like racing track in his
native town was ,being considered.
The local course has been selected
as a model, it is thought, because of
the international prominence it has
e
received through its annual
contest, the greatest in the world.
The motive is thought to he the
long standing rivalry between the
houses of Opel, Benz and Mercedes,
The last mentioned firms have to
date carried off the lion's share of
German racing honors. It may be,
therefore, that Opel, by fathering a
calculates to
national race course,
take the lead.
What the effect will be on the Iu- dianapolis track) it is hard to determine. Speedway officials, however,
think; Europe's activity will only help
their game, and, accordingly," are do
ing everything in their power to
boost Opel along. However, they say
it will be a long while before Germany
nuts up a sum like $50,000 for a race,
as they do annually.
The race course at Brooklands,
England, is expected to be hit in
quite a different manner. This track
has never been used much for competitive meets, most of . the records
on lit being established in private
trials. Six thousand is the greatest
erowdj ever to witness an event there.
If, therefore, the Germans can show
anything like the Briton's speed, and
at the same Omelet the mob, they
will soon leave tlffi older saucer be
hind. '
An Opel car performed with distinc
tion on the motor speedway in 1911
until fire brought it to an untimely
end. Lem Onnsby piloted It on that
occasion. Considered a dark horse,
it had all the other entranta worried
very much until it finally blew up.
Enough of a showing waa made, how
ever, to acquaint the American public
with the worth of the men behind
It Great confidence la felt In their
ability to pull the German speedway
project through.
'

500-mil-

GALA DAY AT PRINCETON

Princeton, N. J., Oct. 22. Thou
sands of graduates of Princeton University came back to their alma ma
ter today to join with distinguished
public men ir;d educators in the
of the new graduate college
and the presentation to the univer
sity of the Grover Cleveland Memorial Tower. The exercises were com
bined with the one hundred and six
anniversary of the founding of the university.
The exercises were held in the
open quadrangle enclosed by the four
walls of the graduate college build
ings. The program was opened with
a dedicatory prayer by Dr. Francis 1j.
Patton, former president. ot Princeton
Dr. Andrew Fleming
University.
West, dean of the graduate college,
delivered the introductory address,
taking as his subject "The Household
of Knowledge."
Dean West's address was followed
by addresses of congratulation in he- half of some of the foremost institu
tions of learning in Europe and Am
erica. Among the speakers were Arthur Shipley, representing the University of Cambridge; Arthur Denis
Godley, who spoke in behalf of the
dedi-datio- n

LLvery
EASY CHANGE
When Coffee Is Doing Harm
A lady writes from the land of cotton of the results of a four years' use
of the food beverage, Postum:
"Ever since I can remember we
had used coffee there times a day.
It had a more or less injurious effect
upon ua all, and' I suffered almost
death from indigestion and nervousness.
" cnow it" waa coffee, because when
I would leave it off for a few days I
would feel better. But It was hard to
give coffee up, even though I realized
how harmful it was to me.
"At last I found a perfectly easy
way to hake the change. Four years
ago I abandoned- - the coffee habit and
began to drink Postum and I also influenced the rest of the family to do

the

same.

"Even the children are allowed to
drink it as freely aa they do water.
And it has done us all great good. I
no longer suffer from indigestion, and
my nervea are in admirable tone
sinec I began to use Postum. We
never use coffee any more.
"We appreciate Postum as a delightful and healthful beverage, which
not only invigorates but supplies the
best of nourishment as well." Name
given by Postum Co., Battle Creek,
Mich.

'

Write for the famous little book,
"The Road to Wellville."

Finfls out that the drug,

the cause
heart, insomnia or

caffeine, in coffee is

of headache, nervousness, irritable
some other obscure ache or pain.

Steady nerves and clear brain the best asset any
man or woman can have are often impossible to the regular coffee drinker.
If you are ambitious enough to "get ahead," suppose
e
try hot,

you stop coffee and

well-mad-

If the old aches and pains begin to leave after a few
days on Postum, you'll know whether to stick to it or go
back to coffee troubles.
Postum now comes in two forms:

Regular Postum
Instant Postum is

must be well boiled.

a soluble powder. A spoonful
dissolves in a cup of hot water, and with sugar and cream
makes a delicious beverage instantly.

Drink It instead of coffee -

"There's a Reason"

Alois Riehl,
University of Oxford;
professor of the University of Berlin;
Emile Boutrox, representing the University of Paris, and Nicholas Murray
Butler, president of Columbia University.
The Cleveland Memorial Tower was
formally presented by the chairman
of the board of trustees and acceptby
ed in behalf of the university
President John Grier Hibben. The
exercises concluded with an eloquent
memorial address on Grover Cleveland delivered by former President
William H. Taft.
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
vs. Gua
Sullivan,
(Twin)
Fond
du Lac.
at
10
rounds,
Christie,
Drouillard vs. Steve Ketchel,

Jack

Patsy

10

rounds, at Windsor, Ont

OCTOBER

22,

1913.
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ST. LOUIS CATHEDRAL SINKS

NOVELTY FOR NEW YORKERS

PARIS ADOPTS NEW KATERIAU

de Taffetas Has Attained Wida
New Orleans' Historic Old Church Surprised Man Discovers Place Where Drap
for the Really Dressy
Popularity
Building Causing Much Concern
Diners Are Not Ashamed to B
Tailor Mades.
to People of City.
Heard at Prayer.
Drap de taffetas is one of the new
New Orleans. The sinking of the
"Every day I learn something about materials for dressy tailor mades;
foundations of the historic old St this old town," said the New York
and very dashing it is, soft and brilLouis cathedral in this city is giving city salesman. "Yesterday I picked
liant at the same time. Moire makes
much concern to citizens interested up this item:
lovely tailor suits, also cashmere de
In the welfare and prestige it New
"I was invited to luncheon by fc
drap de satin, etc. Surah ot
Orleans, as well as to the members young man engaged in evangelistic satin, coarse
rep is used, but up to the
very
of the church itself.
work.
The restaurant he suggested moment has not much following. FouIt is a problem whether the, cathe lunching at was several blocks out ol lard silk has not been fashionable in
dral can be restored as it was, or will our way. As I was in a hurry, I proParis for years. This summer we see
have to be rebuilt, and that la ow posed some place nearer at hand, but a few
examples of satin foulard,
in the hands of a commission of engi he insisted upon that particular resneers and architects to be solved aftei taurant, so we went there. It waa a which, however, appear cheap and
shiny. Crepe de chine, supple taffetas,
r
due consideration.
nice place, very clean, and the cookThe present cathedral was com ing good. The only peculiarity I no- charmeuse, charmeur, all these make
and practical afternoon cosr
pleted in 1794, under the care and from ticed waa a group of clerical looking splendid
while tulle illusion, hand painted
tumes,
room.
Don
men
contributions
in the rear of the
Andre
large
by.
" 'Are those fellows all clergymen ?' " or embroidered, and moussellne de
Alraonaster y Roxas, a wealthy Spansole, treated the same way, compose
I asked.
with whom
" 'Yes,' said my friend, 'they are cur frocks for the women
ates and missionaries who eat here money is of no consequence.
One of the houses on the Rue de la
every day. If obliged to lunch out Palx is
making a specialty of combinanywhere they try to come here, be
f,
tx
cause this restaurant has the reputa- ing many summer materials in one
tion of being the only place in town frock. A dress seen today, with the
where a man can aBk a blessing with- foundation of crepe like shantung,
out perhaps attracting disagreeable at cream color, had a front which formed
a rather tight overskirt of very fine
$8
tention.
" 'The proprietor used to be pretty embroidered net. The corsage was
strong in the preaching line himself, made half of net, half of moussellne
always in the same tone with cuffs
and he encourages the blessing habit,
Of course many people eat here who and a finish about the low, round neck
do not say grace, but so many of the of black tulle illusion in the form of
patrons do say it that the place has a Pierrot, as the plaited flat collar is
been nicknamed "blessing" restau- called. At one side of the ceinture,
which was of shantung, there waa a
rant.'
"And then before beginning our loose velvet orchid in violet. We find
meal my friend prayed, and aa no- the Pierrot collar with cuff to match
body even turned around to look at on many of the summer corsages and
ua I found that the restaurant Indeed blouBea.
merited its novel reputation."
SMART TOUCHES THAT COUNT
WOULD SERVE ITS PURPOSE
St. Louis Cathedral.
Proper Adjustment of Veils and Neckbands Ranks Among the Things
Wife Had Reason
Young
Thoughtful
ish nobleman and official of the city,
of Importance.
for Economy in Buying Hubby's
under the then Spanish domination ol
Present.
Birthday
Louisiana. In 1850, one of the towers
The veil of net or lace, plain or fighaving collapsed, damaging the entire
An elderly millionaire, who had ured, ia gathered at the lower edge
front of the structure, the facade was married a beautiful
young woman, to a neckband of satin ribbon which
rebuilt as it now is, but the sinking was
on his birthday with a fastens with clamps at the back and
presented
again of the foundations of a tower very handsome watch chain by her.
therefore does away with the necespresents new problems and demands.
He was delighted with the gift and sity for invisible hairpins and small
Everybody who cherishes the
beamed
his charming young barrettes and all the other tiresome
and traditions of the city preserv- wife. "Itupon
is perfect," he agreed, ','so things that women have to use in ored and perpetuated desires that the
' der to adjust their veils with neatness
yet in excellent taste."
historic old structure shall be restor massive,
"I felt sure you would like it," she and accuracy. The top edge of the
ed and made permanent, but .there
"and it was so inexpensive, veil ia gathered into another band ot
are others who want a new and splen replied,
too. I only paid twelve dollars for ribbon, which is finished with a small
did structure as the chief ecclesias- it."
flat bow at the back and fastened with
tical edifice In this archiepiscopal dio
twelve dollars!" replied the clamps.
"Only
cese.
One can see for herself how easy
millionaire in surprise. "Twelve dolNot less than a million dollars, and lars for this solid
the
chain?"
gold
adjustment is and how many posprobably more, will be required to
of course, it Isn't solid gold, sibilities there are In such a veiL For
"Oh,
build a new and magnificent cathe- dear," she
replied, "you could never Instance, one can wear a plain hat
dral. All these matters should fur
solid
for that price. It is without trimming and provide it with
nish food for thought, for they con get filled."gold
a crown hand by using the ribbon to
gold
cern every citizen of New Orleans,
The husband stroked his chin reflec which the upper edge of the veil ia
without regard to creed or party.
tively as he inquired: "Why this Bud gathered and provide a neckband in
den streak of economy?
Don't you imitation of the velvet ribbons that
OLD NIPSIC IS AN ICEBOX think I can afford a solid gold chain?" are now tied under the chin or behind
"To be sure you can," she assented the ear, to which the lower edu is
"but this one is guaranteed for ten gathered.
Warship That Survived Samoa Storm
years, and and "
The hatband is not so important as
Turned to Commercial Uses by
"Well?" impatiently interrupted the the neck ribbon, which is attached to
Canning Company.
millionaire.
the lower edge of the veil, because
"Well, dear," she continued, with
many women need something to cover
Washington. Converted Into a gi
slight heightening of color, "as that the hollowness In the neck when they
gantic floating Icebox for salmon, the is
as long as you are likely to live, I wear a low gown, and all women look
old United States cruiser Nlpsio lies
it would be foolish extrava- somewhat the better by wearing, on
thought
,
Belling-hamoff the San Juan islands, near
to
gance
pay more."
the street, some kind of accessory beWash., being now a useful piece
low the chin. It makes the neck look
of property of a canning company.
less naked.
Why Flowers Are Colored.
The interior of the old warship, which
Of the many substances that are
Is of wood, has been made over Into
a row of great bins, Into which the combined to make a flower, what ia PARISIAN IDEAS FCH GIRLS
salmon, brought from the fishing the particular one to which is due
the red, blue or yellow color. Why,
ground, are dumped through a long for
example, are gentians blue and
funnel at the bow and Iced. The proc
ess will not freeze the fish, but will roses red, and why has no one ever
seen a red gentian or a blue rose?
keep them in cold storage until they
The chemist can tell us. Taking
can be canned. Frozen fish may be
sold for table use, bat are not thought the plants that produce really blue
not violet flowers, he considers which
good for canning.
The Nipsic has had an Interesting of their constituents is peculiar to
them. True blue exists in veronicas,
history, though never in battle. Built
in 1S73 at Washington, she was long salvias, verbenas, basil, solanum,
attached to the Pacific fleet. She was penstemon, nemophila, convolvulus,
one of the American warships that borage, hound's tongue and in all
were overwhelmed by the hurricane the orders allied to the Gentiancae
at Samoa in 18S8 with vessels of the and Compositae, but never in lupins,
English and German navies. All but vetches, peas, geraniums, hollyhocks,
the English cruiser Calliope went primulas, roses, balsams, flax, etc.
All
producing plants jur;t
ashore, but the Nipsic fortunately named the blue
have a tannin in them which
went on a sandy beach. The crew of
the Nipsic performed heroic deeds in does not exist in the others. This U
called
It is found tn
saving seamen from other vessels.
After being hauled off and repaired coffee, but not in tea. Tea contains
the Nipsic became a receiving ship at another form of tanning which is the
same as that which makes camellias
Bremerton, and was later turned Into
a prison ship. Last spring she was red.
sold as no longer of any use to the
How to Test Tea's Purity.
navy.
A remarkably simple method of
testing the purity of tea for coloring
HAILSTONE DOWNS A HORSE matter
Is to use an ordinary tabl
knife and a sheet of white paper,
Marietta and Vlnclnlty Suffer Heavy upon which a small quantity of the
Damage by RainWindows Are
tea to be tested is placed. The tea s.i
At the Left White marquisette, or
Smashed.
then rubbed with the knife. When thvoile, with black velvet girdle emleaves have been reduced to a powd; r broidered in cherries; a deep square
Marietta; O. Hailstones so large the paper is dusted clean with t collar effect of tulle with a band of
that one of them knocked, down a brush made of common bristles a.v; lace around it and joined on shoulders
horse being driven up a hill, near here, its surface examined with the nak"". with close-se- t
buttons in cherry color.
fell during a storm. The hailstones eye or a microscope.
If the tea
At the Right A little Direetolre dress
smashed windows, broke slate roofs, artificially eolored little spots in with skirt
of plaited voile and a very
damaged crops and killed fowls that streaks of vivid Prussian blue
short bolero embroidered in bright
were suddenly thrust unprotected into
in the fiber of the
Thee.;;
the storm when their coops were over- stains are so distinct in paper.
their colorturned by the wind. In the rural sec- ing that they cannot possibly be conHemming Party.
tions many fields of corn were practi- fused with any other stain that may
A bride-to-b- e
is goinsr to eIvb a Tiom.
cally ruined. It is estimated the dim-ag- be in the paper.
mtng party soon. She called her best
will run into thousands of dollars.
girl friends over the telephone and In
vited them to pass an afternoon on
Cows as a Money Standard.
AUCTION OFF PETRIFIED MAN
The Chewsures, a race of 7,000 peo- her porch, and incidentally remarked:
"Everybody is to bring her tidmbie.
ple, in TIflis, southern Russia,
Grewsome Patagonlan Relic Sold
of the use of money as a me- The hostess will provide neeiiles,
The unit of value thread and hemming." In the meanUnder Hammer In Paris to
dium of exchange.
Highest Bidder.
among these primitve people is the time she has bought material for her
cow A horse is valued at three cows kitchen towels, and the girls will have
Paris. A petrified man was sold by and a stallion at six. If a Chewsure the privilege of hemming them, and
auction in Paris recently. The man becomes enraged and cracks his neigh- each girl may put her own initials hx
lived some thousands of years ago In bor's skull, he is obliged to pay 16 the corner if she chooses. Tli!s H a
Patagonia. He was about six feet five cows. If he breaks a ' bone in his clever idea and one which t'ae
inches in height.
rriend's arm or leg, five cows will re- will no doubt erioy.
Though he is now a stone statue, habilitate him in the eyes of society.
the body bears traces of two deep while a wound in tho forehead calls
Dainty Summer PortU" v.
wounds. It ia supposed that the man for three cows. '
Red bordered white
r
w&s killed, and that his body was ,t It will be thus seen that a Chewsure together with wide
rk'M,C. 'j i
slowly changed to stone by the actios gentleman with plenty of cows can makes a pretty portiere to U-,j- ;
of water charged with lime salts.
hava all the fun he wants in fiKhtirg.
Ts room.
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court George Gabaldon pleaded guilty when It Is entirely closed, deafness
to trespass on a national forest ana is the result, and unless the inflam
mation can be taken out and this tube
was fined $25.
condition.
restored to its normal
'
John and Joseph Deckert, father hearing will be destroyed forever;
and son of Deming, were each fined nine cases out of ten are caused oy
an In$100 and costs on their plea of guilty catarrh, which is nothing but
muco!
the
of
flamed
condition
(0' tho
charge of attempting to
press or destroy evidence in a United
We will give One Hundred Dollars
states case. According to the
for any case of deafness (caused by
dence of the men, who are saloon catarrh) 4hat cannot tj curedeirculby
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for
keepers, were charged with refilling ars free.
bottle of whisky without destroy-corne- r
F. J. CHENEY & CV, Toledo. Ohio
j
tbe government stamp. Believ-Smt.e- s
Soid by Druggists, 7 Be.
' Tulro Wall's Pnrnllv Pills for COllSli
their
the
of
evidence
that
guilt
lng
Adv.
wa3 in the possession of Deputy Rev-wit- pation.
enue collector Moore, they searched
A HEAVY BURDEN
that official's room and the younger A Bad Back Makes Life Miserable for
man was caught red handed in the
Many East Las Vegas People
act. Judge Pope suspended sentence i
on the older man. The son paid. The,' A bad back is a heavy burden.
unez, Sr., Las Cruces; Manuel Gur-;ul- charge of refilling the whisky bottle
A burden at night when bedtime
Hilario; Thomas Pino, Santa Fe. was compromised with the revenue
comes,
w
m. j. rveuy oi ouve. .uy
department at the last term of the
Just as bothersome in the morning.
last man on tne list ana escapeu. serv- federal court.
Ever
try Doan'B Kidney Pills for it?
ice because the panel was filled
Know
they are for kidney bacthe name was reached. J. A.
BE CURED
CANNOT
nAFNESS
kacheand
for. other kidney ills?
Will, saloon keeper from Duran, was
lnpnl nnnlicntinnH ns thev cannot
some East T,as Vegas
If
don't,
you
of
office
held
he
the
let off because
the leased portions of the
do.
deputy game warden. Martin Chavez pi r. There is only one way to cure people
Read a case of it:
was over CO years of age, but declined jcVnfness, and that Is by constitutional
Moreno
Deafness Is caused by an
J. Monroe, prop,
to claim immunity from service on!edies.
inflamed condition of the mucous lin- - St., East Las
M., says:
N.
Baca,-,,lfthat account as did also Manuel
of thf) Kustachian Tube. When
s
Pills did
who is postmaster as Pena Blanca.
this tube is Inflamed you have a rum-A- t "Doan's Kidney
with
off
bad
I
was
case.
In
work
or
my
imperfect hearing, and
the afternoon session of the Ming sound
my hack and kidneys. It hurt me to
bend or do any work where I had to
use my back. A sharp pain seized
straighten.
me and I could hardly
me
My kidneys acted badly and gave
a lot of trouble. A friend told hie
about Doan's Kidney Pills and said
I did so and a
I should try them.
I do lots of
me.
few boxes cured
hard work, but my back has stood the
1
test, thanks to Doan's Kidney Pills.
1 L
L-v
J
For sale by all dealers'. Price 50

ment of Nestor Montoya as iuterp- - and will 'be heard in Santa Fe during!
reter, E. C. Iden aa court crier, E. R. the November term.
The following were sworn In as
Baca and II. Scott Knight as bailiffs,
of the United States petit
members
j
Newell
as
stenogra-and J. Benson
Jurv;
pher.
Among the officials tn ottendauce j Doniseo Pacheco, La Cueva; Jesus
when court opened were United M. Santisteve.n, Taos;; Juan Ballejis,
Marshal A. H. Huospeth, Unit-- j Aheiino; Frank Arellano Santiste-Gabriel Sena, Santa Fe;
ed States District Attorney Summers van, CosUMo;
'
OU-hi- .
L,i
District Clerk Harry' F.
Plata; Rioi.ci
Or. Aragon.
H.
Martin Chavez,
District
Newkirk;
Assistant
Attorney
Lee.
Coors, Jr., Deputy Marshals E. C. New- jpiracho; Florencio Ortiz, Taos; Ade-'- a
and J. It. Calusha and United ladro Martinez, Vallecitos; F. C.
Commissioner Whiting.
Swart, Gallup; J. Q. Rendon, Dixon;
The case of Antonio Ley or, charged Hercules Vargas, Ojo Caltente; Man-- ;
selling liquor to Navajo Indians, uei liaea, Pena Blanca; Ralston Hood,
Flcra Vista; Andreas Gonzales y Baca,
went over until tomorrow.
Las Cruces; Frank Gorniley, Santa
with
selling
Mary pirgone, charged
liquor to a certain Navajo, pleaded Fe: Pedro Jiminez, Santa Fe; P. J.
not guilty. Her case was set for Oe- - Keiilinger, Silver City; Jose
j
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CASES AKE HEARD
NUMEROUS
IN ALBUQUERQUE ON THE

FIRST

DAY

Albuquerque, Oct. 22 United States
District Judge William H. Pope yesterday convened court in the beautiful little court room in the fc.'.eral
building. A number of important
upPu,eu ,
cases both civil and criminal, are;tnoer as. Mrs.
an infant girl and precourt
carrying
the
come
before
to
special
scheduled
term here which, it is expected, will sented a rather pitiful spectacle. She
is a Slavonian, speaks no Knglish and
last Borne three weens,
her plea through an interpreter,
made
The criminal cases to be tried at
of
violations
for
are
term
this
joe Schaur, a burly citizen from
largely
'
the law forbidding the sale of liquor Gallup, pleaded not guilty to the
to Indians, violation of the neutrality charge of soiling liquor to an Indian,
laws and breaking seals on freight Joe was told to be ready for trial on
cars engaged in interstate commerce. October 27.
The case of the United States vs.
The morning session yesterday was
and
Jesus de la Torre and a number of
devoted 'largely to organization
others, charged with violation of the
the empanelling of the Jury.
Judge Pope announced the appoint- federal neutrality laws, was continued
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FINE FOll SHOOTING
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Ual'd States Steel's subsidiaries had

decreased Its working forces on account of lack of business. The market was depressed throughout the
Prices were lowered 1 to 2
morning.
points all around. Bonds were easy.
The afternoon session was largely
given over to a series of trivial fluctuations. The disappointing results
from yesterday's advance fostered occasional bear pressure, but the prevailing trend was upward. Many
stocks ruled about midway between
the lowest and yesterday's close. Distillers' securities rose l1 and the
bonds SVzThe market closed weak. Weakness in th final hour in which the
days' lowest figures was reached, was
caused in part by the discouraging
tone of the steel trade organs, which
supported earlier pessimistic views of
the outlook.
Foster-Milburwas largely directed
Pressure
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
Steel, Reading and Union PaNew York, sole agents for the United
cific, but the rest of the list also
States.
name Doan's
showed little resisting power, and
Remember the
crumbled easily. The last sales
and take no other. Adv.
closed as follows:
75
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Amalgamated Copper
106
New York, Oct. 22. Weakness of Sugar, bid
93
stocks today was regarded as a nat- Atchison ...
107
to
Pacific
Northern
ural sequence
yesterday's buoyant
......161
rise, which apparently had behind it Reading
87
little force other than that tempor- Southern Pacific
Trad151
Pacific
Union
from
short
covering.
driven
ary
57
ers who believed the upturn had been United States Steel
107
was
alsOXTnited
and
there
Steel,
sellers
were
States
pfd
rapid
a supply of stocks from commission
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
house clients who had beenv waiting
22. Wheat
rallied
an opportunity to get out of the mar-- !
Chicago, Oct.
ket. Attention was again drawn to sharply today from depression due to
the uncertain position of steel trade improved crop conditions in Argen-b- y
the announcement that, one of the tina and India. The market, which
tin-sho-
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first-clas-
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OUR. AUTO GLAS"
IT WILL SAVE YOU EYES

TELY
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to Ms cent lower, re(gj
opened
bounded well above the previous close.
cents
to
The close was steady

higher.
Although corn weakened at the, outset with wheat, prices turned strong.
Buying was of fair proportions. Prices
to
started
cent off, but rose
Vz to 1 cent above the low
point of
decline.
The close showed a net
rife of Vz
to 1 cent.;
Speculative buying .carried oats
higher as soon as trading began.
There was no early setback.
In provisions the tendency was
down grade. First sales ranged from
5 cents off to a like amount up, but
later prices gradually sagged.
The closing quotations were:
Wheat, Dec. 84; May 89.

",

70.

Corn, Dec. 68 ya; May
Oats, Dec."
May
Pork, Jan. $19.52;" May $19.70.
Lard, Jan. $10.47; May $10.52.
Ribs, Jan. $10.37; May $10.55.
KANSAS

39;

42.

CITY

LIVE STOCK

Kansas ity. Mo., Oct. 22. Hogs,
receipts 14,000, market 10 cents lower;
bulk, $7.507.80; heavy $7.607.90;
packers and butchers $7.507.95;
lights $7.407.80; pigs $67.50.
Market
Cattle, receipts 12,000.
steady. Prime fed steers $3.759.25;
dressed beef steers $7.508.75; westsouthern
ern steers $6. 50 8. 50;
steers $5.506.75; cows $4.25"?;
heifers $59.10; stockers and feedbulls. $4.506..".0;
ers $5.508;

calves $5.509.
Market
receipts 15,000.
Sheep,
steady to 10 cents lower. Lambs $6
6.75; yearlings $4.755.50; weth-

$44.75: ewes $3.204.25.
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The Conservative and
"Conservative-Extreme-

"

Rather an unusual way of

expressing it but it does express
just what you may look for
when you buy Stein Bloch
Smart Clothes.

FATE

--

oooo

There is a wealth of style
to the "Standard" model, suit
or overcoat, tailored by Stein-Bloc- h
-

1

Smariaotlpl

for the men who wish to

dress in a conservative way.

For the men who wish a

Wednesday, October

touch of the ultra - stylish in
their dress we have other Stein-Blocmodels which - are well
termed Conservative -- extreme'
- - not in the least fadish or
freakish.

22, 1913
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"THE HAHMLESS ONE"
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GOMING SOON
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today is a good time
no, as y ou please.

- "THE RATTLESNAKE"
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LA! VEGAS DAILY OPTlCy WEDNESDAY,
Mrs. G. A. Tripp came in this afternoon from Levy for a few days'
visit.
,
Leandro Vigil, deputy assessor of
Union county, is here rrom his home
in Clayton for a short visit.
A. E. Casey of El Paso came in last
F. T. Foster of Kansas City came
night for a several days' business vis- in this afternoon and will be a visitor
t
it here.
in Las Vegas for the. next few days.
Harry Maurice of Sapello came in
Mr. and Mrs. J. Aragon of Clayton
this morning for a short business vis- arrived in the city last night and
it in Las Vegas.
will be visitors here with friends for
A. A. Gallegos came in last night the next few days.
from his ranch at Villanueva for a
W. J. McGuire, representative for
short visit here.
the Burley and Torrell China and
Charles A. Mason of Fort Morgan, Glassware company of Chicago, was
Colo., was a business visitor in Las a business visitor here today.
Vegas today.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul McCormick and
Mound
John C. Pugh of Wagon
family came in last night from their
came in last night for a few days' ranch at Las .Conchas for a several
business visit here.
days' visit with friends in Las Vegas.
of the Valley
Mrs. Page Mente
Frank F. Young, a clerk in Supera
Kanch came in this morning for
intendent F L. Myers' office, left last
few days' visit in Las Vegas.
night for his home at Chanute, Kan.,
Taylor Talklngton of Clarkshurg, where he will visit for the next week.
W. Va., came in last night for a sevMr. and Mrs. T, L. Turner of Louiseral days' business visit here.
ville,
Ky., arrived in the city last
C. H. Andrews of El Paso, tex
nisht and will be visitors here for a
was a business visitor here today few days on their. way to California.
from his home in the Border City.
J. D. Hand of Los Alamos left last
A. F. Medine of Boston, Mass., arnight for Chicago where he will be
rived in Las Vegas last night and on business for a short time and later
will be a visitor here for several days.
D. C, to visit
go to Washington,
Dr. H. J. Miller, chief physician at friends.
i
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FINE
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FILMS A MANSLAUGHTER

FOR FIELDING

Fin-niga-

'

You will enjoy the whiteness and lightness of
bread made with

Cottolene
Although less Cottolene is
needed than either butter or
lard, yet Cottolene is so much
richer that foods shortened
with it are always exceptionally tender.
It makes all foods more digestible; Cottolene is more

wholesome, more easily
assimilated by the human
system.

Bake bread as you always do,
using a third

less Cottolene t

i

than other Jr

shortenings, and (M
add a pinch moreF
of salt. You will
be glad of the r
day you began
using Cottolene.

S
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CHICAGO
v
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INTEREST IT'S QUITE AN ITEM 1
i

SANCHEZ

'

ARRANGES FOR
PHOTOPLAY
PECIALLY GOOD PROGRAM
THIS EVENING

ES-

SLAYER
OF FELIX VILLAREAL
BOUND OVER
TO
THE
'
GRAND JURY
I

Two special films will be features
of "Fielding Night" at the Photoplay
theater tonight. "Tlie Counterfeiter's
Fate" 'and "The Reformed Outlaw,"
both written, produced and acted in
by Romaine Fielding, the Las Vegas
favorite of the motion picture world,
will be shown. So popular has Fielding night become that Managers Duncan and Browne always arrange to
give extra performances for those who
are unable to get In for the earlier
shows. Excellent, music will be

HEN

Will

DISCUSS

CURRENT TOPICS

and Mrs. O. L. Freeman returned to Las Vegas this week from
Missouri where they have been for FRIDAY CLUB FORMED FOR THE
BENEFIT OF THOSE WHO
the past month visiting friends and
WOULD BE INFORMED
relatives.
Mrs. i M. C. Harris of Jonesboro,
A number of the men of the Y. M.
Ark., left yesterday afternoon for har
C.
A. have
conceived the idea of
home after having been the guest of
a
club
for the discussion of
forming
the
past
Mrs. Charles Rosenthal for
The move is
topics oi interest.
few days.
J.
L.
Imhof and Secheaded
Rev.
by
H. B. Hubbard left this afternoon
P. H. LeNoir. The organizafor Santa Fe, where he will attend retary
no sense religious or politthe meeting of the grand lodge of the tion is in
Its
ical,
object
being to consider subin
held
is
Masonic order that
being
jects of value in an educational way
the Captital City.
' Mr. and Mrs. Sam Shearing, who and to keep its members well informhave been visitng here for the past, ed on current events. The organizawill hold its first meeting Friday
few days as the guests of Mr. and tion
at the Y. M. C. A. All perevening
C.
Mrs. H.
Y6ung, left last night for
sons interested are requested to be
their home in Ohio.
present. The "Friday Night Club"
Miles R. Floyd, manager of the cawill be the name chosen for
likely
sualty department of a' large insur- the organization. The plan is to asance company of Cincinnati, O., arsign subjects to one or two members
rived in Las Vegas last night and
who will present, prepared papers or
will remain here during the coming
make addresses. Their remarks will
winter. '
be followed by a general discussion
E. A. Peck, general superintendent
which the members will exof the Baltimore & Ohio railway, ac- during
views. The club will start
their
press
companied by L. E. Russell, chief sura membership of about 20.
with
geon of the same lines, passed through
Las Vegas this afternoon in a priTEXAS BEING TRIED
vate business car on their way from
Rockland, Me., Oct. 22. The battleLos Angeles to Chicago.
ship, Texas, largest of American sea
J. A. Carton, general timber infighters, arrived here today for a
spector for the Santa Fe railway, builders' acceptance trial, which will
passed through Las Vegas this after- be
begun on the measured mile course
noon on his way from his headquarof Rockland tomorrow.
ters in Chicago to Albuquerque, where
The Texas left Old Point Cpmfort
he will be on business relative to his
8 a. m. Monday,
commanded by
at
department for a few days.
Captain W. G. Melvin, and manned
F. W. Grim and Alfred Hughes,
by 750 men from the yards of the
botlj of Denver, where they are well builders.
On the run from Cape
known business men, arrived in Las
Henry to Nantucket she faced a
Vegas last night in. a Ford automogale and maintained an average
bile on their way from Denver to
hourly speed of 19 knots with a maxi"any place" as they stated this mum of 20 knots.
Mr. Grim is a cattle man
morning.
and is looking over cattle at the variNeuralgia of the face, shoulder,
ous ranches in San Miguel county.
hands or feet requires a powerful
flesh.
A party consisting of Mr. and Mrs. remedy that will penertate the
BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT
W. W. Peddler, Miss Emma Emmer-Bothat power. Rubbed in where
and 3. O. Hellar of Los Angeles, the pain is felt is all that is necessary
l
this to relieve suffering and restore
Calif., arrived in Las Vegas
conditions. Price 25c, 50c and
on
their
an
automobile
in
morning
Sold by Central
$1.00 per bottle.
way to New York City, from which Dm? Co. Adv..
motor
will
home.
They
place they
automo-mobilare traveling in a Hudson-5C. J. Harper, formerly a resident of
one of the 1914 models, and Las Vegas, came in this afternoon tor
have traveled 1,200 miles thus far on a few days' visit with friends here'
the trip. They have been on the on his way from Belen where lie Is
road only 13 days. Mr. HeUar, who employed by the Santa Fe. Mr. Haris driving the car, said this morning per is returning from Topeka, where
that he had found the roads in New he has been confined In the central
Mexico good and that little difficulty hospital of the railway company on
account of illness.
had been experienced. .
Mr.
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FIVE

to the individual or concern with uninvested funds 2 per cent interest on the average of
daily balances in your checking account. Your funds are not "tied up. " Always suject to
check, yet a source of income to you. Cons'"der this. The facilities of our commercial de...
:
...
partment, are second to none

1

the Santa Fe hospital, returned last
Kannight from an extended visit in
sas.
Mr, and Mrs. J, H. Baker came in
this morning from their camp in
the Gallinas canyon for a few days'
visit.
L. E. Pratt of Pueblo, Colo., was
an arrival in Las Vegas , yesterday
and will remain here for the corning
week.
Thomas Ross, returned yesterday
afternoon from an extended trip tc
Wyoming where he has been for the
past few .weeks.
J. D. Davidson, manager of the
and Brown Mercantile company
of Albuquerque, was a business visiter in Las Vegas today.
Mrs. (J1. W. Harris left last night
for Kansas City, Mo., where she will
visit, friends and relatives for the
next few weeks. Mrs. Harris will al
so visit in Columbia, Mo.

1913.
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CHARGE AGAINST

llilil

22,

Wagon Mound, Oct. 22 Benito Sanchez, the slayer of Felix Villareal,
waived examination before Justice of
the Peace Frank Lujan here yesterday and was bound over to the grand
jury under bond in the sum of $1,000.
The evidence adduced at the inquest
proved that the killing was done during a quarrel, and after Sanchez had
been struck on the head by Villareal.
The otate, accordingly, makes no
more serious charge against Sanchez
Sanchez
than manslaughter.
also
waived examination on the charge of

gambling.
Prosecuting Salmon Men
District Attorney Ward swore out
complaints against Andrew Cencel
and W. L. Blattman, charging them
with 'permitting gambling on their
premises and with violation of the
Sunday closing law. The evidence
against the men was secured person-Uby the district attorney, who pa'''
a quiet visit to the saloons of Wagon
Mound on the Sunday morning of the
killing. The feeling of the law abiding citizens of the community has
been considerably intensified because
some
of the saloon men hardly
waited 'until the district attorney had
left the town before they opened up
again, and the killing resulted. It
was well understood that prosecutions would follow the visit of the official, but this did not seem to deter
the lawless element. Both defendants waived examination to the grand
jury on all charges.
Conditions here have been, made
worse by the absence of the constable and the continued illness of
the deputy sheriff. Roque Mora has
just been appointed by the county
commissioners as constable and will
qualify immediately. A petition to
the sheriff is being circulated asking
for the appointment of a first class
man for deputy sheriff.
Mr. Ward made the public statement
here that he 'would insist upon the
peace officers enforcing to the letter
the laws against Suday violations
and gambling and would institute pro
ceedings against any officer who
failed1 in this duty. This sentiment
is heartily approved in the community,
it is declared.
y

In foreign countries you come Into
competition with the best good3 from
every land. An article must have me
rit of the highest order to win esteem.
In many of these countries Chamber
lain's Cough Remedy Is the most pop
ular medicine in use for coughs and
colds because It is the best. For sale
by all dealers. Adv.

&e PEOPLES

'

--

BANK

TRUST CO.

.

Chronic Dyspepsia
The following unsolicited testimonial should certainly be sufficient to
to persons afgive hope
flicted with chronic
"1
dyspepsia.
have been a chronic dyspeptic far
years, and of all the medicine I have

WOULD RETAIN CLEMENTS
22. Chairman
Washington, Oct.
Clark of the interstate commerce commission today asked President Wilson
to reappoint Commissioner Clements.
Mr. Clements has served several suc
taken, Chamberlain's Tablets .have cessful terms, being first
appointed
done me more good than anything
Cleveland.
He is a
else," says W. G. Mattison, No. ? by President
Sherman St., Hornellsville, N. Y. For Georgia democrat and once was a
sale by all dealers. Adv.
member of congress. '

J

WARDS DEFEATED
B

DARZIGEIi
EA1

SUFFRAGISTS

IN WASHINGTON
"JOE'S BOYS" SHOWED
BETTER
Washington, Oct. 22. Suffragists
SKILL AND ENJOYED BETTER
flocked to the headquarters of the
FORTUNE
National American Woman Suffrage
OPTION TO LAPSE association today to welcome Dr.
Anna
Stand'ing of the Teams
Howard Shae, president of the organ'
Won Lost Pet.
who
arrived
to
here
ization,
take
2
J.
0
1.000
Danziger
CHARLES CATRON MAKES STATEcharge of the plans for the women's H.
o
1
,
l.ooo
Raynolds
MENT REGARDING KANSAN'S
national convention, which meets next
W. Springer -- r
.l 0 1.000
SUIT
month.
C. W. G. Ward
1
1
.500
J.
1
0
Harris
.000
BRITONS HELP CHINA
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 22. Mr.
C. H. Daily
0
1
.000
and Mrs. Don A. MounDay of ToPeking, Oct. 22. The Chinese gov Nole'tte
1
0
.000
in the ernment has decided to
peka, Kan., yesterday filed
a
appoint
C. Danziger
1
0
.000
United States district court here a British naval officer as naval adviser
suit against United States Senator to the Chinese admiralty. The officer
Last night at the Elks' club the
0
T. B. Catron. They ask title to
chosen is Rear Admiral Arthur Henacres on the Ortiz grant near ry Christian, attached to the home Charles W. G. Ward bowling team
was defeated by the J. Danziger team
Las Vegas, for which they claim fleets at Davenport.
by 96 pins in a strenuously competed
they have a contract, and $500,000
game. Streaks, of luck were evident
damages.
MOTHERS HOLD CONVENTION
on
both sides and no especially specAccording to a report from Topeka
Pueblo, Colo., Oct. 22. About 60
this suit was to have been filed last delegates are here for the opening of tacular bowling was witnessed. The
week. The action is thought to be a the state conference of the Mothers' highest score rolled was 433 by Conmeasure for the defense of the Moun-Day- congress which will be in session for way, while the opposite honors went
to J. Stern with 273.
Neither
of
who are under indictment for three days. The formal session will
these scores are near the record. The
open tonight when delegates will be
using the mails to defraud.
official score for the three strings Is
welcomed.
as follows:
The San Fe New Mexican for yesJ Danziger Team
MARSHALS ARE EXEMPTED
terday contained the following state1st. 2nd. 3rd. Tot.
ment by Charles C. Catron, a son of
22. President
Washington, Oct.
B. Adams .....131
157
94
382
Senator Catron:
Wilson today signed the urgent defi
xx.I. Stern
89
68
116
273
At the office of Catron and Catron ciency bill, carrying exemptions from
133
. ....164
12S
425
In this city this afternoon, Charles C. the civil service of deputy
United O'Malley
T.
144
159
42S
Danziger
..,.123
Catron who had just returned from States marshals and deputy collectors
4 33
134
ICG
...
...133
Conway
bewas
called
he
where
of Internal revenue.
Leavenworth,
fore the federal grand jury which inC42
GCIi
636
i't ;i
BRUCHESSI PRESIDES
dicted MounDay, made a brief statement regarding the above suit.
Boston, Oct. 22. Archbishop
Ward Team
of Montreal presided at a "colHe stated that he was not very
1st. 2nd. 3rd. Tot
onies
session"
outcome
of
which
the
over
the
the
final
much worried
opened
119
176
4iS
xRaynolds . ..123
action, and showed the New Mexican day of the Catholic missionary
M.
99
109
3l'
...118
Danziger
representative various papers which
9S
Root
305
97
110,
he had picked up during his- trip to
Ward
141
403
140
..:
.....122
TO REWARD SAILORS
Kansas from persons who had conMcWenle . ...142
103
148
393
tracted with MounDay for land in the
Washington, Oct. 22. Four of UnOrtiz grant. Some of these dated Oc- cle Sam's hardy sailors will receive
603
581
661 1845
tober 1, 4, and 10, were printed let- letters of commendation today for
xBowled for R, F. Johnson
ters stating that the suit had been al- bravery in rescuing shipmates who
xxBowIed for Sig Nahni.
ready filed, when as a matter of fact, had fallen overboard. They were
toand
James
Jerry Sprague, coxwaln,
the suit had not been filed until
The changeable weather o
Monroe Butler, fireman of the second
early
.
day.
fall brings on coughs and colds that
Shan-haon
class
the
cruiser
at
Saratoga
"There was an agreemer
with
have a weakening effect on the sysChina; Lawrence John Murphy, tem, and may become chronic. Use
MounDay for the sale of this grant,
but the final date mentioned In this chief machinist's mate on the battle- Foley's Honey and Tar Compound,
rt
a very soothing and heading efagreement passed In December, 1911, ship Kansas, and Wedell Aaron Wil fecthason the
irritated and inflamed air
and we have not been tendered a pay- liams, coxswain of the battleship
passages, and will help very quickly.
ment for the land, nor have we ever
It is a well known family medicine
that gives results. O. G. Schaefer and
been called, on to give a single deed
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
Will G. Richmond, a resident of
to any purchaser," said Charles Catwill answer any inquir-ieCal.,
ron, "nor have any of the provisions
about Foley's
and Tar
Honey
of the contract ever been complied Compound.
He says further "Foley's
FURKITURE AKO
with."
Honey and Tar Compound has greatly
HSUSEiWlD GOODS
benefited me for bronchial trouble
and cough,
after I used other remBOUGHT UNO SOLO
SYLVIA PANKHURST FREE
edies that failed. It is more like a
Pank-hursaca
food
than
Do
not
medicine."
t
22. Sylvia
ROmERQ & RUDULPH
Oct.
London,
1210 National Aim.
was released under, license to- cept a substitute. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
day from Holloway. jail. She Is much
enfeebled and emaciated In consequence of a hunger strike of a week's
duration. She was, arrested October
14 as she was about to address a
meeting of militant suffragettes. The
m m
previous night Miss Pankhurst was
the central figure in a fierce struggle
f f
1
iii W I k k w
between the police and a crowd of
suffragettes after she had addressed
a gathering at Bow Baths, in the east

HOMY

ALLOWED

113,-00-

Bru-ches-

i,

NO "RITUAL MURDER"
Kiev, Russia, Oct. 22. Further

.

evi-

dence implicating Vera Tcheberiak
and her companions in the murder of
Yushinsky, was given, the former
chief of police, testifying in the trial
of Beiliss for the murder of Tushinsky.
Krassovosky said that in the
course of his investigations of the
murder he had not found anything to
show Beiliss' connection with the
crime, and his original suspicions of
the Prldhikos had been soon allayed.
He had speedily concluded that the
theory of a "ritual murder" was unfounded, he said in today's testimony.

to Mothers

s

JGII0 lOiil end Fcjeiulo
on

t

Do I nil:
fJ
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end of London.

Stop coushinif! you rack
wnrrv the' body. BALLARD'S
ITOREHOUND SYRUP checks Irritarestores
tion, heals the lungs and
comfortable breathing. Price- 25c. 50c "When a man liaa the short change
and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central game worked on him, ho makes a noise
that brings the Tolice, and
that same
Adv.
Drug Co
man may walk into a store yet
and nave the
"Just as good" game worked on him and
Las Vegas, N. M.,
To the Stockholders or tiomero Mining Company:
You are hereby notified that the annual meeting pf the stockholders of
the Romero Mining; Company will be
held at the office of William G. Hay-do- n
in East Las Vegas, N. M., November 3, 1913, at the hour of 10 a. m.
Same being the first Monday in November and the date fixed by the bylaws of Bald company for the annual
meeting. Said meeting is called to
When Yon Ask for S. S. S. To So
elect officers and directors for the
With Emphasis. They Will
Understand.
ensuing yesr, and for such other business as may properly come before tamely submit. Why stand for It? The
Drily reason why any store will try to
said meeting.
something else for S. 8. S, Ss tra
Respectfully yours,
iust for greater profit. S. S. S. la the
II. G DEBACA, See'y.
roateist blood purifier known.
the-lun-

a 'complete assortment of Hoy's Suits in brown, gray and
blue serge, with two pairs Knicker Pants to match coat, all sizes. To make this
doubly attractive, the price for a short time, Coat and two pairs pants
I W e' have 'received

''

'

EzzcQQdistrjly
,

rQnlW
"

OS3f

'

Prtco

'

Many others withone pair Pants, including the serviceable Corduroy Suits
at 4.50 up. Why delay? Buy when we have the size. We will be pleased to
show you, whether you buy or not.

ml

-

,

Satisfaction
a

o

Guaranteed

17-2- 8

There la rot a moaicmo for
any
pose more carefully made than S S. S.puiv
It

represents the highest type ot medicine.
Its medical properties are just an essential to well balanced health, if the blood
be sick, as are the
nourishing elements of
meats, grains, fats and sugars of our daily
food.
S. S. S. Is prepared direct from
native botanical material. Not a drop of
drugs is added. Not a drop of minerals
is used. This 13 ono of the most important things to know and to rememhef
when your blood needs attention.
It is the most infective, the purest, tha
and most reliable medietas
quickest
known for poisoned blood, rheumatism
catarrhal infection, malaria, tk)n disease,
old isores and ail afflictions that show ut
the blood, skin, joints aict !...,- An Interesting book on tha bixx? Ii
r,
miiiied to those
write. (.;, a twit m
of b. b. 3. today. It Is tlia world's Kr.it-enteuicme.
jjutmt uikto thi mutter
hamhiur you S. t g. ani mti i
i.im
O!
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Hit t II
t
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NEGRO PROGRESS
New York, Oct. 22.

SHOWN
The exposi-

TYPICAL

tion arranged by the negroes ot the
United States to show the progress
made by their race during the BO
years which have elapsed since their
by
emancipation was proclaimed
President Lincoln, was opened here
today at the Twelfth Regiment Arg
mory, Columbus avenue and
and
of
negroes
street. Thousands
the
visited
race
white
of
the
persons
exposition on the opening day and it
is the general verdict that the exposition is unusually interesting ,and
creditable to the colored race. A clear
lecture is given of the gradual physical and Intellectual development of
the negroes from the days of the
Tharaos and particular stress is laid
upon their marvelous development In
this country and elsewhere during
the past 50 years. The exhibits consist of maps, photographs, models,
charts and examples of the products
of the inventive genius and the industrial activity of the negroes in the
Vnited States, Haiti, Santo Domingo,
wid Liberia. During the ten days of
the exposition there will ba historic
pageants with many spectacular features, addresses by prominent negroes,
tableaux, etc.

DINNER

IN

FRANCE

M1IUCIET

CLING TO THEIR

ISLAND

OWN WAYS

Many Reasons Why It Has Been Hard
to Advance Civilization In the
Congo Free State.

15he

OPTIC

LOBBY

RESTAURANT

CAFt

AND

SHORT ORDERS AND RtGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS
HANDLED

Princess Hassan Tells of a Meal and
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It had always been
firm belief that

Mrs. Van
a really
girl never of her own accord
fell in love till the object of her
thoughts had openly declared him
self. Did anybody for an instant be
would
lieve that Mrs. Van Duesen
have thought of Mr. Van Duesen "that
way" until Mr. Van Duesen had proSo
posed to herT Obviously not!
when Kate Van Duesen. Mrs. Van
Duesen's only daughter, admitted to
her mother shaiu.'lossly that she
would marry Harold Vevin if she
had half a chance and on top of that
Duo-sen'-

unbecoming statement kept a bunch
of violets that Mr. Nevln sent her
till they were dried past recognition,
Mrs. Van Duesen decided that Kate
needed to be sent away. She should
be kept away till the had forgotten.
"I don't see why I can't stay and
be a sport like any other girl," protested Kate. "You might think I was
me
dying of a broken heart to freight
oft like this. Besides, I am quite sure
Fred Nevin likes me. If I gave him
half a chance, and half as much encouragement as some of the other
am sure he
girls have given him,
would come to it."
Mrs. Van Duesen was shocked by
this shameless frankness. It was, of
course, the result of Kate's associates.
All the more, Bhe should be sent away
from home to her aunts.
"Even if he did ask you to marry
him," Mrs. Van Duesen said, "I could
never reconcile myself to the idea
of having a daughter of mine marry
a man whom she left fond of before
he had proposed. It would be a very
unsatisfactory arrangement."
So Kate went to her maiden aunts,
her father's sisters, in Rosley, eighty
miles from home, the aunts being instructed by letter to keep Kate's mind
occupied with harmless amusements,
and the aunts did their best. They
gave several tea parties for her, they
taught her, or tried to teach her, the
newest stitches in crochet lace, they
spent hours trying to arouse in her
heart some interest in cribbage and
chess; they walked with her and took
her driving In the old family victoria,
and every night at nine they tucked
her into bed like a
Kate had been in Rosley two weeks.
She had heard nothing directly or indirectly from Harold Nevin, when the
ay that she had been anticipating
ever since her arrival in Rosley arbirthrived. It was her twenty-firs- t
day, and Kate felt legally and morally
free to go home. Finally, however,
she was not free. She had been
brought to her aunts' house by her
father on his way on a business trip,
and left with only a little change in
She had made up her
her purse.
mind, however, that when 'fehe was
twenty-onshe would walk home if
necessary. She was willing to do almost anything' to get away from the
s
of her
discouraging
aunts.
At five o'clock on this fall afternoon
she left her aunts' house, saying that
she was going to have supper with
a neighbor in Rosley. But Kate's real
plan was otherwise. She had taken
in her hand bag the small velvet case
which contained the old cameo pin
given to her as a birthday present
that very morning by her
aunts. It was once the property
of her grandmother, and was much
prized by the aunts in Rosley. Kate
turned pale as she thought of the
length to which she had been driven.
She was going to take this prized
piece of Jewelry to the pawn shop
and thereby raise enough money to
buy her ticket back home, to telegraph
to her aunts to let them know she
was safe, and provide for the other inShe would,
cidentals of her trip.meantime, arrange with the pawn
broker to let her redeem the cameo
unharmed within a few days, for once
she was home again and could explain to her mother how unbearable
had been her exile to Rosley, she was
sure she would have no difficulty in
securing the money needed and to
receive a full pardon.
Anyway,
thought Kate, even if they chose not
to forgive her, she was twenty-one- ,
and had a right to act for herself. At
the worst, it wasn't dishonest to pawn
the pin.- It was given to her as a gift,
and therefore she had a right to do
with it as she chose..
It was dusk when Kate made her
way down the street of the small town
of Rosley to the shop whose imposing gold balls made known to the
public its business in the community.
She took the box from her bag and
clasped it closely in her hand, then,
pausing to make sure that none of her
aunts' friends was in sight, she hurled into the shop.
A brazen-faceyoung man lounged
over the counter reading a newspa
per spread out before him. He looked
up out of the top of his eyes as he
saw the shrinking figure, but waited
for her to begin the transaction.
"I am very anxious to raise some
money on this," said Kate, not knowing the language proper to the occasion. She pushed the velvet box toward him, and the young man in a
perfunctory way opened it and looked
at it with expressionless eyes.
"How much will do you?" he asked,
turning the expressionless eyes on
Kate.
Kate reflected that her ticket home
would cost about three dollars, that
she. would need something to telegraph to her aunts, and might need
incidentals for tips, taxicabs and refreshment, on her way.
"I would take ten dollars," said
Kate, "but I intend to to redeem It
.

1

e

narrow-mindnes-

g

-

within

a

week."

The young man retired behind a
screen apparently to consult the head
of the firm, and returned pushing the
case toward her.
"Couldn't allow you more than
twenty cents on that," he said, and
when Kate looked back at him for
confirmation he was again absorbed
in his newspaper. Kate seized the
ease and hurried from the show, her
lace glowing with indignation and
oliame, and with disappointment. The
.bought that a valued heirloom
should be appraised at twenty cents
filled her with Indignation that added
bitterness to her shame.
She had fifty cents in her purse.
She would therefore, get a ticket in
the direction of home as far as that
wouid take her. She would ride until
she was put off the train, and then
send the extra fare to the railroad
company when she got home. She
would walk the rest of the way
home anything rather than stay with
her aunts, away from her home away
from Nevin, another day.
What If ber aunts saw her as she
came out?
people
would never dream of going Into a
place like that, thought Kate. But
then,
girls didn't fall
In love till they were engaged, and
she was In love absurdly in love
with Harold Nevln. She looked up
and down the street and saw only the
figure of a man a halt a block away
who aparently saw her. What sort
of woman would he think she was If
he saw hei coming out of the pawn
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HISTORIC

TOWN

OLD

OLDEST

OCTOBER

WEDNESDAY,

TAVERN

IN

LONDON

Famous Treaty Between United States
and England Was Signed
Here in 1814.

License of Ye Olde Dick Whittlngton
Inn in Cloth fair, Smithfield,
to Be Abolished.

Of all the old world towns
of continental Europe, none is more
ballowed by historic associations than
he history-makingray old city of
Ghent midway between the Belgian
capital and Bruges. Here, the magnificent World exhibition, which will
continue
throughout the summer
months, has Just been opened by Al'
bert, king of the Belgians.
Of all the million visitors who are
expected to- - visit the city this year,
none perhaps will feel a more Intimate interest than those from Great
Britain and America for here In 1814
was signed the famous treaty which
gave to the United States and Canada

It is said that
Olde Dick Whittington tavern, in.Cloth
Fair, Smithfield, is about to be' abolished under the compensation'
act.
One has read that the license dates

of Ye

back to the fifteenth century, but this
is quite misleading, for, although this
Interesting wood and plaster building
is over 560 years old and is almost
certainly the oldest building in the
city of Louden occupied as a tavern,
its present license does not go back
more than sixty years, It as much.
Shepherd has a print of it aa a hairdresser's shop, and there waa an ear- -
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Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running, short, you'd
better put in an order right away
with

shop

as she hurried toward the
she realizded that he had
the street, and was gaining
Her blood went cold as she
that he was following her.
What' could he want. Kate did the
only thing she could think of. She
ran. Then the man ran and Kate ran
faster. She reached the station and
hurried to the ticket office. Her pursuer followed her, but Kate felt the
safety of the lights and took courage
She drew her half dollar from her
purse and pushed it toward the. ticket
seller. "Give me a ticket as far as
this " She stopped and looked for
the first time over her shoulder at the
man who had followed her. It was
Harold Nevin. Almost without a word
he drew her aside from the ticket office and Kate was too overcome to
Then,
stalion,
crossed
on her.
realized

J

v

8

1

Courts of Justice, Ghent.

hundred years of peaceful intercourse.
The historic spot 51 Rue
des Champs, where stood the original
building, the famous "Champs hotel,"
wherein negotiations took place, is
now occupied by a large and very
shop.
Time was when Ghent rivaled Venice in romantic interest Made great
by wars in the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries, "la ville de Flore," as she
was then known, was queen of northern Europe. The Whltehoods of Ghent
marched 90,000 strong into battle.
explain.
Emperor Charles V., of warlike repute,
"I have Just been to your aunts had no prouder possession.
Francis
and they said you had gone away for I. of France, made a boast onoe that
want
not
did
supper. They said they
he could set Paris down in the midst
you to see me, and so I decided I had of Ghent. The old town gave to EngIt is youf land John of Gaunt,
made my trip In vain.
birthday, Kate," Harold went on, "and Lancaster."
I couldn't let It go by without seeing
Though her historical greatness is
yon."
gone, Ghent has lost none of her romKate and Harold decided, after Kate antic charm. A score of fine century-olhad explained her crazy plan, to retowers stand witness to past fame.
turn to the aunts' house and keep the The music of her chiming bells, the
runlittle secret about her attempted
Bilent rivers and canals are undisThey walked home slowly turbed by the hum and bustle of modaway.
through the twilight streets, and Har- ern commerce. Wonderfully preserved
old told Kate that he wanted to marry are her ancient monuments, public
her that he never realized till she buildings, churches and castles. Rivwas gone how much he loved her. and ers and canals cut the city up into
that he had been miserable without 13 different islands, and no less than
her.
65 bridges span ber waters.
And It never occurred to Kate that
Standing at the confluence of the
down deep in her mother's heart Lys and Scheldt, .encircled by garthere had been a little forethought, ( dens of bright,
flowers,
little deception and a knowledge of Ghent is a rarely picturesque spot.
Kate
sent
humr.n nature when she
She trades in cotton and linen goods;
sway to see her aunts.
has huge engineering works; and does
(Copyright, 1913. by the McClure News- business in coal, timber and phospaper Syndicate.)
phates. Up her canals from the sea
CLING TO ANCIENT BELIEFS alone come yearly a million tons of
merchandise.
While a considerable portion of the
Chinamen Must Not Be Disturbed In
town is modern, much remains to reAllegiance to Their Idols
call the days when Burgundy
and
and Their Gods.
Flanders were proud to have the alleCable' dispatches recently rceived giance of this "great, prosperous, and
from Pekln relate two marvelously almost independent" city.
contradictory pieces of news. One is
that aeroplanes have Just been pur- KING PAID A "COMPLIMENT"
chased by the Chinese republic, and
the natives are to be taught how to Told That His Dog Is More Beautiful
Than He, and Far Younger,
pilot them. The other Item of news
Ho Tips Girl.
Is that during a cyclone that sunk
100 junks thousands of Chinese fired
Geneva. The king of VVurtteiuu.urg
bombs and crackers to placate the ofis taking his holiday this year in
fended gods.
According to letters sent home by walking excursions. He goes quite
missionaries and United States off- alone, except for his favorite dog.
icials In China, adhesion to a republi- He is staying at one of his country
can form of government after centu- places near Frledrlchsafen, on the othries of royal ruling is not at all a er side of Lake Constance. He came
hard thing to expect if the deeper over a day or two ago in the little
roots of the inhabitants of the coun- tourist steamer to the, Swiss shore at
try are not disturbed. That is, the Rorschach. Aa a simple traveler he
Chinaman would just as leave have went into a bar and ordered a glass of
a president afl an- emperor, provided beer.
"You have a beautiful dog," said
his belief in his idols and his gods
'
is not attacked. And his solemn con- the Swiss waitress as she served
not
him.
sideration of his ancestors must
be Interfered with nor made light of.
"Yes, more beautiful than I am," reThese and some minor elements of plied the king.
will
"That Is true," Bald the girl, glancbelief, if treated diplomatically,
Insure his allegiance to the new order ing at the king, "and certainly he is
of things, but disturb them and the far younger.
"You are perfectly right," replied
Chinaman may join an uprising at any
time, whether in the name of another Hie king:
He drank his beer and laid a gold
Empire or a. kingdom.
piece on the table. The girl ran after
him down the stret, saying he had forAnd He'll Have Reason.
" see where five hundred girls In gotten his change. "Oh, no," answered
the Cleveland public schools have been the kjng, "you are to keep the money
studying hygiene by borrowing a as a souvenir ot the king of Wurttem-uurg- ,
to whom you have paid an unacbaby and bathing .him."
"Did the whole bunch bathe him customed compliment of sincerity."
bathe
once, or did each of them
him?"
STRANGE PARTS OF THE SEA
"I don't know, but I'll bet he'lll be
when he grows up."
a woman-hate- r
Submarine Earthquakes Are Said to
Cause Mysterious Shocks to
Uncivil Service.
the Waters.
"Some men never know how to let
New Orleans, La. Mariners say
well enough alone' '
i"How so?"
that in the midst ,of the Atlantic,
meridian
"Blundern, the new department about where the twenty-fifthead, decided to require a competi- west from Greenwich crosses ths
tive examination for every single job equator, there lies a region of mysunder him, and, bless me, if his wife tery. It is on the line that Bhips
didn't win the position of private take from Madeira to Brazil. Only
secretary to him." Judge.
within the last half century has It
d and Its strange phebeen so
Backwardness of True Love.
One investlgatdr
nomena reported.
"I'm sure that he really loves me." declared that he saw the sea about
"Why?"
half a mile from his vessel suddenlj
"He's called on me four times now disturbed. For about two minutes
and hasn't dared to try to kiss me It boiled up violently ta from a
a

,

"time-honore-
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Dick Whittlngton Tavern.
Her print In the Grace collection showing that the business of a butcher was
then being carried on there.
A year or two ago Ye Olde Dick

Whittington and other quaint relics In
Cloth Fair were threatened with destruction, for the surveyors were busy
taking measurements for a new thoroughfare from Long Lane to Alders-gatstreet. At that time the Daily
Graphic published drawings of one or
two of the wooden houses in the
neighborhood, which have since been
taken down.
There are still many relics of fifteenth and sixteenth century London
In Cloth Fair, clinging about
the
splendid church of St. Bartholomew
the Great. The; earl of Warwick's
house, let out in single apartments,
bears to this day; the Warwick arms.
Hard by Le Soeur, King Charles'
sculptor, lived, and Milton hid there
for a while' awaiting the act of ob-

livion.
Ye Olde Dick Whittington, which
with some of its neighbors, recalls so
much of London's history, Is still bo
picturesque as to be well worth s

visit.
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HORSE GOES ON

A

STRIKE

Ingenious Tricks of a Former Pole
Pony to Avoid Her Dally
Work.

.

St. Louis. Nellie, a delivery horse
of Clayton, either is an expert dis-

sembler or her ailments are such that
they baffle veterinary surgeons. After
completing a vacation of three weeks
she pulled the light delivery wagon
willingly until she was about to be
taken over the route again In the
evening, when she lay down on the
'
ground and groaned.
A veterinary worked with the animal two hours, took her temperature
and looked for symptoms of various
ailments, but found none. He declared Nellie was "stalling," but she
refused to get up. Several spectators
then helped roll the horse down a
small embankment.
This aroused Nellie's anger and she
jumped up and kicked her heels about
the barn lot. Her owner, Willian
Schoepker, a grocer, announced thai
Nellie's vacation will not be extended
Nellie was once a polo pony. One
of her. specialties has been to preterm
to be lame in order to get a holiday
or extended vacation. Sometimes the
limp was in the left hind foot a.ii
occasionally it shifted to the rif.h:
hind foot. On each occasion a veter
inary said the animal was in gec i
health.
THE WORLD GROWING
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THE OPTICS'
JOB DEPARTMENT
We can supply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything in the line of office
supplies,
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SOCIAL AND
BUSINESS CARDS
Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure sure to interest
you.
All work must be perfect before
allowed to go out of the shop.
That's The Optic's Way.
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Biblical Patriarchs Not Fit for Church
Membership, Says Chicago
Minister.
"David and Solomon unc;
Chicago.
some other patriarchs were excellent
"en aa judged by the standards of
iheir own time but they would not be
admitted to membership in the Church
o today," said Rev. John Thompson
of Chicago, at the Desplaines earn;;
meeting, illustrating hia contention
that the world is growing better.
"There seems to be more crime and
vil liian ever," he continued, "but tUL
is because, through the
enterprise of the newspapers w..
hear more about It."
The speaker said that the riae c i
golf, baseball and other outdoor sports
was a sign of improving moral stand
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world-searchin-

ard3.

Home for Unmarried Women.
York, Pa. The will of Miss Anna L.
Gardner, which was probated here,

sets aside $400,000 for the erection
and maintenance of a homo in this
city for aged and unmarried womn
of Pennsylvania.
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Regular dance at
--

Fancy
Florida

ii

1'..

Adv.

BLUE SERGE SUITS
6:02

20c, 2

Adv.

Bar.

Fancy La Cueva apples
box, at Papen's

per

$1.60

Adv.

All millinery at cost to .'lose
Mrs. L. p. Wright Adv.

do-.v-

Finch'! Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery
to you. At the Iybby, of course.
AdT.

of

the

First Baptist church will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'clock in the
Sunday school room of the church.
All members are requested to be
I3ES

Navy blue

J
--

325. OO

We also can show you a large selection of suits in blue serge and
English worsted cheviots, specially
designed for us which we will sel'
for $12.93. $15.00 and $18.00.
We will press suits bought from
us, once a month for one year free.
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BE SURE and SEEOUR NEW FALL LINE
C. JOHNSEN (& SON

J.

T AICIIERT'O
-

Jefferson Raynolds. President.
Vice President
S. B. Davie, Vice Preside
Halleti Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant
Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds,

Clothing Store-

for Men

A class studying "The History and
XTRAGOOf)
Literature of the Hebrew People" will
The ladies of St. Paul's Guild will
meet, tonight at 7:30 o'clock at the
hold a bakery sale Saturday, October
It Is ConiiBGnly
toChristian Tabernacle. The lesson
25 beginning at 2 o'clock, in Graaf
night will be on ''Stories of Begin- and
Haywar'd's. butcher shop. Adv.
n
All persons are welcome fo
nings."
attend.
Economy Prices, for economical
suits and overcoats
people.
"Hauling Togo," who will meet
marked at $9.95, $12.95, $15. And
among mouters of good U
Mike Baca of Santa Fe here on Nowill
economize
you
to
from
$5
$7.50.
vember 4, will work out tonight in
9 taste who know (he value M
At Taichert's, Clothing Store.
Cor-- ft
the building formerly used by Harry
of good clothing
l
Schafer near the Lobby cafe. All in rrect Garments for Men.
that
terested in this match are invited to
AGO
XTR
represents
Yesterday afternoon at 3 o'clock
witness the workout tonight.
Mrs. Altagracia Martinez" died after a h a
perfect combination of p
The committee on (tnangements short illness at the advanced age of
for the Hallowe'en party that is to 109 years. She was one of the oldest p style, qualty and value you
be given at the Y. M. C. A. will meet residents of New Mexico, coming
will find in no other childs 1
at the association at 8 o'clock. This here in the early eighties. She was 1
suit. Your boy's suit should
committee is composed mainly of the born in Old! Mexico, but came to New
)4
Mexico
with
1815.
her parents about
residents of the dormitory of the Y.
do more than merely clothe
M. C. A.
All are requested to be She has no relatives or children livhim alond conventional
ing, with the exception of Juan B.
present.
Lucero, a distant cousin. Mrs. Martin-'- lines, it should worthly re
died at; the home of Mr. Lucero.
Thomas
Raywood, deputy wi;it;li- The
services
were
held this I present him and
funeral
master for San Mlguel ounty, exyou can
,
pects to begin at once the inspection morning.
best accomplish this by
of the scales in use in the county. Mr.
a
turn
While
corner
at
the
has
received
the
standard
making
Ttaywood
clothing him in an
weights and measures from Santa Fe, of Fifth avenue and Main street Monand all such appliances in this county day night, a well known resident of
which do not conform to the standard Las Vegas cut one tire and generally
will be confiscated and' destroyed.
jarred up his car when he ran off one
of the new culverts. The accident is
the Elks' club the said to have made him pretty angry.
Tonight at
and
Nolette teams will City officials say the accident was U Suit. The Styles and Fa-- U
Springer
bowl. All members of these teams the result of driving on the left side
brics shown by us for Fall
are requested to arrive promptly at of the street. The city ordinance
the club at 8 o'clock. The lineup of regulating the driving of conveyances
are handsomer than ever
of 'any, kind provides that all turn3
these teams is as follows:
Springer
before.
team W. Springer, H. Martin, L. shall be made at the right side of the
street. The general opinion, it seems,
Shupp, B. Omundseii, and Jake Stern.
Nolette team Fred Nolette, L. C. is that only on the streets where the
Witten, E. E. Johnson, C. Greenclay street car tracks are located, should
1
this rule be observed. The officials
and Dan Stern.
also warn all automobilists that the
William E. Gortner, who owns the speed limit along the street car lines
and in the business section is 15
building on the Plaza wherein are
located the chambers of Judge David miles an hour. The man who had the
SuiMcribe for The Optic
J. Leahy of the Fourth judicial dis- accident is a careful driver and never
seen to speed his car.
been
has
trict, has had' the apartments repaint,
ed and repapered, giving them a much
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST
improved appearance. In Mr. Gort-ner'- s
uncalled for for
Letters
remaining
apartments, which adjoin the
LOST Diamond
the week ending October IS, 1913:
brooch on Eighth
judge's chambers, he has had a handCarrie
Miss
street.
Liberal
ClattenAllyne,
reward
if seturned
Billy
some fireplace installed, together with
to Mrs. C. W. Wesner, 1623 Eighth
jburg, J. Josias, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
other improvements.
B. Mj. MfcDonald,
Maxwell
street.
Charlie
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Makes our store the ILug Headquarters for
Las Vegsvs

Agped
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THE FINEST RUGS AT
THE LOWEST PRICES

to sell for

Garnivuts

c?'s
-

Adler Rochester

t'orrect
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specially
tailored by
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Cyis-

sere

The SAME SLIT would sell
elsewhere for $32.50

stock.

The Ladles' Aid society

M

FOB MEN AND YOUNG

Try a dram or Oid Taylor Bourbon

at the Opera

Grocer

U. liS Ea

huii tonight.

Fancy Spanola como honey,
for 35c, at Papen's Adv.

Stearns

mtr
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Ml
F.

Light automobile lamps at
o'clock this evening.
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Our Depositors Receive Every
Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Bankir.
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-- that's all.'
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Las Light & Power Co.
IU AUTO DCLtl'ERY WA GO 13
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Insures Frompt Deliveries at Minimum Expense

Quick r'v'ivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy i.urable in construction, tellable in operation cheaper than horse power
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investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from
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FULLY EQUIFPFO 4T YOUR

Miss Nina Reed Williams, E.
While in Denver Komatne Fielding Olson,
A. Wusser.
purchased an' automobile that is said
When calling for the above letters
to outclass any machine now in use in
New Mexico. The machine is a run- pleased ask for "advertised letters."
F. O. BLOOD, P. M.
about, built to carry two people. It
has six cylinders and can reach a
TO SHOW HIS BONES
speed of 70 miles an hour. The maSanto Domingo, Dominican Repub-- '
chine was built for a Denver man,
Oct. 22. The bones of Christoper
who was afraid to accept it when it lie,
now in the cathedral here,
Columbus,
arrived from the factory, because of
will be sent to the Panama-Pacifiits speeding ability. Mr. Fielding exexposition in San Francisco as part of
pects the car to arrive within the the Dominican
Republic's exhibit, ac
next f6w days.
cording to plans announced today. The
commission sailed last night
This morning at the Church of Our exposition
for Colon taking with them the asstir-- '
Lady of Sorrow occurred the wedding ance that this country will be adeof Miss, Euphrosina Sanchez and Erat the exposition.
Gilbertson quately represented
nest J. Smith. Rev.
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Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you
Las Veges Automobile

I

IWlne to

Phjne Main 344.

Wm, Whalen, Prop.

THE OLD RELIABLE

IAIN WAQO'N
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EATABLE

FPESfl SHIPMENT OF

Father

CHEESE. JUST RECEIVED
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de Camemberf, Frontage de Brie,
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Sierra, Pimento Cream and Iowa Cream
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performed the ceremony. Mrs. Smith
has resided in San Miguel county since
her birth, and is a member of a well
known native family. Mr. Smith has
resided in Las Vegas for several
years. He is in the employ of the
Santa Fe railway as an assistant machinist. The young couple will reside in Las Vegas.
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FULL CREAM CHEESE

Genuine Camembert
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You ought to eat our

"Virginia" Bacon
for breakfast

Gross, Kelly
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Sole Agents

Fancy Cauliflower, Lettuce
Cellery and Sweet Potatoes
Mora Vegetables
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HE WAS DRUNK

Seattle, Wash., Oct. 22. Laurence
Duke, son of Brodie Duke, the tobacco manufacturer, was arraigned on
a charge of manslaughter today in the
(superior court and was given until
next Wednesday to plead. Duke, while
driving an automobile, ran down and
killed two men. The information
against Duke alleges that he was in-motor driving one of The Optic's toxicated at the time of the accident.
linotypes sstumbled over an adjective
this morning and steadfastly refused;- no TRADE IN SIGHT
to get up and go to work for several: otUimwa, la., Oct. 22. President
hours. The adjective was totally de-- Hernstead and Scout Kinsella of the
niolished and its remains looked like New York Nationals, who are here
How-- with, the Giants and White Sox on
a lesson in phonetic spoiling.
ever, the editor and; the printers their world tour, stated today that
manufactured plenty of new adjet- - there was nothing to the report that
tives in discussing the accident. The First Baseman Konetchy of St Louis
balky motor made it necessary to cur- would become the property of the
tail some of the local and telegraphic New York club in exchange for any
e
news, for which The Qptic apologizes. Now York player. A letter was
refractory machine will be in duced to show that New York was
110f roady trt make a trade.
operation tomorrow.
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Apples Galore, Cranberries
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY
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SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
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